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Abstract 

The decay of the triplet state of photosensitizers is essential to their performance in 

singlet-oxygen generation. Experiments have shown that in thionucleosides this decay 

is enhanced compared to that in the corresponding thionucleobases. In this work, we 

applied quantum-chemical methods and chemical-kinetic modeling to investigate the 

effects of sugar substituent on the triplet decay of thionucleosides. The computed rates 

for the energetically favored conformers of thiothymidine, thiouridine, and 

thioguanosine (and the respective thionucleobases) show a remarkable quantitative 

agreement with the experimental results. We additionally show that the triplet decay 

enhancement is caused by the repulsion interaction between the sugar group and the 

sulfur atom, which reduces the activation energy for intersystem crossing, by 

destabilizing the T1 minimum. In some instances, an intramolecular hydrogen bond 

stabilizes the energy of the T1/S0 crossing point, also reducing the activation energy. 

This molecular understanding of the mechanism of enhanced triplet decay provides a 

guideline to control the triplet decay rate, which was tested in new thiothymidine 

derivatives. 
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1 Introduction 

Photoinduced processes in thio-modified nucleobase and nucleoside derivatives have 

been investigated in the past few decades aiming at various biotechnological and 

medicinal applications, including phototherapeutic agents,1, 2  immunosuppressants,3, 4 

and initiators of photochemical transformations.5 Unlike the canonical nucleobases, 

where the quantum yield of triplet state after photoexcitation is always near zero,6, 7 

these thio-derivatives usually have triplet quantum yields near the unity, with ultrafast 

intersystem crossing (ISC) taking place even in the sub-picosecond scale.8-11 Moreover, 

the experimental results show a sharp difference between thionucleobases and their 

thionucleoside counterparts regarding absorption strengths,9 internal conversion 

lifetimes,12 and triplet decay rate.13   

Concerning the triplet decay rate, this quantity plays a crucial role in the field because 

it ultimately controls the singlet-oxygen yield, which may, in turn, determine from the 

efficacy of a phototherapeutic drug to the carcinogenic side-effects of an 

immunosuppressant. Taras-Goslinska et al. found out that the nonradiative decay rate 

of the T1 state of 2-thiothymindine (2tThd) in acetonitrile solution is about 14 times 

larger than the one of 2-thiothymine (2tThy); and that the rate of 5-methyl-2-thiouridine 

(2tThr, with ribose added to 2tThy) is 23 times larger.13 In contrast, Crespo-Hernandez’ 

group has recently reported that the triplet decay rate ratio of 6-thioguanosine (6tGuo) 

is less than twice as larger than that of 6-thioguanine (6tGua).14, 15 These enhanced 

triplet decay rates but with significanlty different ratios raise one fundamental question: 

how does the sugar substituent affect the triplet decay?  

Experimental research alone has not been enough to answer this question. In the 

mentioned research by Taras-Goslinska et al.,13 different experimental techniques — 
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including deuterated derivative and intermolecular quenching — were utilized, but 

none of them would definitely explain the enhanced triplet decay rate.  

With contributions from different theoretical groups, the generation of triplet state in 

thionucleobases has been intensively investigated based on the excited-state 

topography and nonadiabatic dynamics simulations.16-22 Nevertheless, the subsequent 

(and more related to the clinical applications) steps, including the intrinsic decay 

dynamics of the T1 triplet state and chemical reactions with other species, such as 

molecular oxygen, have received much less attention from theoretical studies.23, 24 In a 

series of recent works, we have applied high-level quantum chemistry and developed 

chemical-kinetical models to explore both the fate of the triplet states and the singlet-

oxygen photosensitization reaction of thionucleobases.25-27 For the intrinsic decay of 

their triplet state, we proposed a two-step mechanistic model based on the two T1 

minima characterizing the topography of this state. The energetic balance between these 

minima determines the decay rate of triplet state, with ISC happening due to coupling 

to the S0 state near the sulfur out-of-plane (op_S) minimum.25  

 

Figure 1. Structure of the investigated molecules: 2-thiothymine (2tThy), 2-thiothymindine 

(2tThd), 5-methyl-2-thiouridine (2tThr), 6-thioguanine (6tGua), and 6-thioguanosine (6tGuo). 
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The theoretical research so far has been mostly restricted to thionucleobases, without 

considering either ribose or deoxyribose sugar groups. As a result, little is known about 

the molecular mechanisms underlying the photophysics of thionucleosides. In this 

work, we close this knowledge gap. Our goal is to answer why the sugar substitution 

enhances the triplet decay rate in thionucleosides, and why the ratio of this enhancement 

is much more significant on thiopyrimidines than on thiopurines. We accomplished that 

based on quantum chemical analysis of thionucleobases and their corresponding 

thionucleosides, including the pyrimidines 2tThy, 2tThd, and 2tThr, and the purines 

6tGua and 6tGuo. (Their structures are shown in Figure 1.) Then, a general mechanism 

to control the triplet decay rate is proposed and tested for specially designed new thio-

derivatives. 

2 Computational details  

2.1 Electronic structure calculations 

During our previous research on thionucleobases, we found out that, for describing the 

T1/S0 ISC of 2tThy from the op_S minimum, the quality of the density functional theory 

(DFT) based on a hybrid functional was nearly the same as the much more expensive 

multistate multireference perturbation theory to second order28 (MS-CASPT2). Direct 

DFT calculation of T1 open-shell ground-state was also found to perform better than 

the computation of T1 with the linear-response time-dependent theory (TDDFT).25 

Taking this previous experience into account, here we follow an economical but 

effective way to investigate the triplet decay of nucleosides based on DFT methods, 

with a quality check at MS-CASPT2 level.  

 With DFT, all the single point energy calculations were done with 6-311++G(d,p) 

basis set,29 using different functionals, including B3LYP,30 X3LYP,31 and B97X-D.32 
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Solvent effects were considered with a polarizable continuum model (PCM).13 To be 

consistent with the experiments, water was taken for 6tGua and 6tGuo, while 

acetonitrile was used for all other species. Gibbs free energy corrections were calculated 

for the geometry minima. All DFT calculations were carried out with Gaussian 09.33 

Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) matrix elements between S0 and T1 states were estimated 

adopting the Breit-Pauli spin-orbit Hamiltonian with effective charge approximation.34 

For these calculations done with the PySOC program,35 the T1 state was recomputed 

with TDDFT (with Gaussian 09), and an auxiliary wavefunction was built with the 

Casida’s Ansatz.36  

Energy-minimum geometry optimizations were first computed at B3LYP/6-

311G(d,p) level and then updated at X3LYP/6-311++G(d, p) level. The latter is an 

extended functional also based on the Lee–Yang–Parr correlation functional, but 

designed to improve the accuracy of nonbonded interactions, including hydrogen bond 

and van der Waals interaction.31, 37
 (The addition of sugar substituent in nucleosides 

should increase the importance of these weak interactions.)   

Results from the same MS-CASPT2 level as we used before25 were taken as the 

reference. The active space was composed of 10 electrons in 7 orbitals (1n, 4, 2*) 

using the ANO-RCC-VDZP basis set.38 Standard IPEA (0.25 au)39 was globally 

adopted and no level shift40 was used. All MS-CASPT2 calculations were done with 

Molcas 8.28  

Crossing geometries between the T1 and S0 states were optimized at DFT and MS-

CASPT2 level, using the penalty function approach up to an energy gap equal or smaller 

than 0.03 eV. This optimization was done with an in-house modified version of the 

CIOpt program.41 Cartesian coordinates of all optimized structures including energy 
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minima and crossing points are given in the Electronic Supplementary Information 

(ESI, Sections S1 to S7). 

2.2 ISC rate analysis 

In our previous work,25 the triplet decay rate (or equivalently the T1→S0 ISC rate) of 

2tThy was determined at the ISC point near the out-of-plane sulfur (op_S) T1 minimum. 

The rate was calculated following the quasi-Marcus semi-classical formula25, 42 
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where JSOC is the SOC at the ISC point;  is the internal reorganization energy computed 

as the state energy difference of S0 state between the T1 minimum and the S0 minimum; 

and ‡

iscE  is the activation energy corresponding to the T1 state energy difference 

between the initial op_S minimum and the final crossing point. (For more details, see 

scheme in the ESI, Section S8.) In the present work, we extended these calculations to 

several new species. Concerning , in basic Marcus theory involving two diabatic 

states, the reorganization energy can be equally calculated from either adiabatic state. 

In our case, however, there is a third diabatic state (the second * state) mixing in T1. 

For this reason, the reorganization energy was calculated using S0, which better fits into 

Marcus scheme. 

Note that this simplified rate model neglects free-energy effects on the reorganization 

energy and triplet-singlet energy gap, and it also neglects the effect of solvent relaxation 

to the reorganization energy. Moreover, this equation is strictly valid only if the 

vibrational frequency promoting the coupling is smaller than kBT (~210 cm-1 at 300 K). 

Although all these conditions are approximately satisfied for thionucleobases,26 this 

rate model is only supposed to deliver a qualitative estimate of the ISC rate. This 
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conclusion is especially true if we additionally consider the computational errors in the 

quantum chemical methods. The crucial problem is the uncertainty in the activation 

energy, which goes into the exponential function, amplifying the error. Having all these 

limitations in mind, our initial expectation was not to obtain more than qualitative ratios 

between rates. Nonetheless, the model revealed to be exceptionally accurate, delivering 

rates in semi-quantitative agreement with the experiments, as we present later. 

3 Mechanism of Enhanced Triplet Decay by Sugar Group   

3.1 Calculation of 2tThy and confirmation of DFT performance 

The triplet decay of 2tThy has been calculated at MS-CASPT2/ANO-RCC-VDZP level 

in previous work,25 and the rate-determining step of triplet decay is the intersystem 

crossing from op_S minimum through the ISC geometry. The primary molecular 

motion driving the process is the out-of-plane vibration of the sulfur atom along the 

angle =∠C5C2S (Figure 1).25 Here, we re-optimized the geometry of 2tThy with DFT 

methods. The geometries from B3LYP/6-311G(d,p), X3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), and MS-

CASPT2/ANO-RCC-VDZP are nearly the same, with the variation of the  angle being 

less than 2 degrees. Then, we calculated the energy profiles with linear interpolation of 

internal coordinates (LIIC) with different functionals and compared them with the one 

from the MS-CASPT2 method. This comparison is shown in Figure 2.  

The nearly same energy profiles confirm the satisfactory performance of DFT. These 

results also imply that the performance is not particularly sensitive to the choice of 

functionals. We recall that the two curves are both from ground-state DFT calculations 

(not TDDFT), which explains the robustness of the results.  
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Figure 2. Energy profiles of the T1 and S0 states connecting the op_S minimum and the ISC 

point: geometries optimized and energy calculated at MS-CASPT2 (solid lines). For the DFT 

calculations (points), geometries from X3LYP level are used. 

3.2 Choice of thionucleosides conformer 

When we consider the thionucleosides, the first thing to ponder is the conformational 

isomers because of the added sugar group. Rotation of the single-bond connecting 

nucleobase and the sugar, as well as rotations within the sugar group, generates different 

conformers. The conformers of thymidine and uridine analogs have been investigated 

by other groups, and more than 5,000 geometries could be optimized.43, 44
 It is out of 

the scope of this work to present a comprehensive conformational analysis, and for our 

purposes, the rotation of the connecting single bond is the most relevant parameter 

determining the nucleoside geometry. To keep it manageable, we consider the 

conformational effect in the two lowest energy conformers, which are usually named 

anti and syn (Figure 3). In these two conformers, their rotations are opposite as the 

~180° difference of the dihedral angle tells; and in both conformers the two ring 

planes are nearly perpendicular to each other, minimizing the intramolecular repulsion 
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between them. In the anti conformer, the sugar ring tends to approach the hydrogen 

atom in position 6, while in the syn conformer it is closer to the larger sulfur atom in 

position 2, making the repulsion in the former weaker than in the latter, and the anti 

conformer more stable. 

 

Figure 3. The anti (a) and syn (b) conformers of 2tThd optimized in the ground state at 

X3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level. The Gibbs free energy variation ΔGS0 of ground state is taken 

with the anti conformer as the reference. The definition and values of the dihedral angle  are 

shown in blue. 

     We optimized the ground state minima of both anti and syn conformers of 2tThd 

and calculated their Gibbs free energy. Their structures are shown in Figure 3, and the 

free energy difference between anti and syn conformers — GS0 = 0.19 eV, 

corresponding to a Boltzmann factor smaller than 0.1% — grants that only the anti 

conformer is populated in the ground state at room temperature. This situation is distinct 

from Thd, which is well known for featuring a small but relevant syn population.43 In 

fact, if we repeat the same estimates for Thd, we find out that GS0 = 0.07 eV, 

corresponding to a Boltzmann factor of 7% under the same conditions. The difference 

between 2tThd and Thd in this regard is the larger size of the sulfur compared to the 

oxygen atom, which increases the intramolecular repulsion and, thus, the difference 

between anti and syn conformers. This repulsion effect also slightly changes the 
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chromophore geometries. With the sugar group, the sulfur atom is deflected toward N3, 

as the  angle reduces from 179.4° in Thy to 176.6° in anti and 174.9° in syn 2tThd (S0 

minimum).  

3.3 Effects of deoxyribose/ribose in 2tThd/2tThr  

The T1 state of 2tThy features two 3* minima.25 Beyond the op_S minimum 

discussed above, there is another one with boat B3.6 conformation. In the discussion of 

Section 3.1, we have neglected this second minimum because the ISC from op_S is the 

rate-determining step.25 In the case of 2tThd and 2tThr, the relevance of the op_S 

minimum should be even bigger because of the repulsion between the sugar group and 

the sulfur atom, which should destabilize the B3,6 minimum. This assumption has been 

confirmed by computing the energy gap between the two minima for 2tThd conformers 

at different levels (DFT, CC2, and CASPT2). Only the geometries from anti conformer 

were considered because they are essential for the final rate, as explained in Subsection 

3.3.3. For all levels, the results (see ESI, Section S9) show that the T1 energy of the B3,6 

minimum relative to the energy of the op_S minimum of 2tThd is larger than this same 

energy gap in 2tThy. Thus, we can proceed exclusively focusing on the op-S minimum. 

The overall topography of the T1 state of 2tThd is similar to that of 2tThy, but the 

addition of the deoxyribose enabling anti and syn conformers creates new possible 

minima. Due to its mirror symmetry, for 2tThy it makes no difference whether the 

sulfur is displaced up or down the ring plane. Nevertheless, for 2tThd/2tThr these two 

possibilities correspond to distinct minima, and we name them “up” and “down” 

depending on how the sulfur is displaced out of the plane, as shown in Figure 4. Finally, 

we should have four minima arising from the two rotation (anti/syn) options and two 

S-displacement (up/down) options.  
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Figure 4. Four different optimized T1 minima of 2tThd. =∠C5-C2-S angle is given in 

degrees. 

Following these conformational guidelines, we optimized the T1 minima of 2tThd 

and 2tThr with DFT in the same way as 2tThy and obtained the four T1 minima: anti-

up/down and sys-up/down. Their geometries are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The 

 angle, which is taken to indicate the out of plane motion of sulfur atom, is nearly the 

same for 2tThd and 2tThr.  

 

Figure 5. Four different optimized T1 minima of 2tThr, with the same labels as in Figure 4.  
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For all four op-S minima of 2tThd, the four of 2tThr, and the op_S minimum of 2tThy, 

geometric, energetic, and coupling parameters are collected in Table 1. These data will 

be discussed in the next subsections and used to compute the ISC rate discussed in the 

Subsection 3.3.3.  

Table 1.  Calculated parameters of 2tThy, 2tThd, and 2tThr based on the op_S minima for the 

triplet decay. : ∠C5-C2-S angle; d(S-OH): shortest distance between sulfur and the hydrogen 

on sugar group at the ISC point; JSOC: spin-orbit coupling between T1/S0 states at the ISC point; 

: reorganization energy; ‡

iscE  activation energy for ISC. 

 2tThy 2tThd 2tThr 

anti-up anti-down syn-up syn-down anti-up anti-down syn-up syn-down 

(T1 min) /° 142 133 136 129 128 131 135 130 128 

(ISC) /° 108 107 106 117 108 105 106 116 105 

d(S Å  6.3 6.4 2.9 5.9 2.5 5.2 2.8 4.1 
‡

iscE /eV 0.40 0.33 0.32 0.23 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.24 0.30 

JSOC /cm-1 74 76 74 93 87 73 74 93 91 

 /eV 1.24 1.37 1.30 1.51 1.55 1.49 1.28 1.51 1.54 

 

3.3.1 Effect of the sugar group on geometry and activation energy 

We first focus on the geometry change along the T1 pathway between the minimum and 

the ISC point for 2tThy. As shown in Figure 2, the  angle, the main internal coordinate 

in this pathway, reduces from 142° to 108°, an angular distance of 34°. According to 

Figure 4, Figure 5, and Table 1, this angular distance is always smaller in 2tThd/2tThr 

(between 12° and 30° depending on the minimum). Thus, the ISC reaction pathway is 

shorter in the thionucleoside than in the thionucleobase. Consequently, the activation 

energy ‡

iscE  of the thionucleobases is 0.07-0.17 eV smaller than that of 2tThy. All rest 

being equal, Eq. (1) predicts that a reduction in the activation energy should lead to 

a rise of about  exp / Bk T  in the rate. Thus, at room temperature, this activation 

energy reduction corresponds to 15 to 1000 times of rate raise.  
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For anti (either up or down) and syn-down conformers, the shorter angular distance 

is due to the smaller  at the T1 minimum. This difference arises from the repulsion 

interaction between the sugar group and the sulfur atom, pushing the sulfur to a larger 

out-of-plane displacement. For the syn-down conformer, the  angle at the minimum 

and the angular distance to the crossing are smaller than for the anti conformers, 

reinforcing this interpretation because the repulsion interaction in the syn conformers 

strains the structures even more. At the ISC geometries of these conformers, the sulfur 

atom lies farther away from the sugar group, and this repulsion effect is much smaller, 

so the  angle in 2tThd and 2tThr are nearly the same as in 2tThy. The difference in the 

strength of the repulsion at the T1 minimum and the ISC point explains the activation 

energy reduction. Along the reaction path, the T1 state energy is more affected by the 

repulsion effect near the minimum than near the ISC point. Thus, the activation energy 

‡

iscE  — the T1 energy difference between these two points — is reduced.  

  This explanation is not enough for the syn-up conformers, where the ISC geometry 

and final activation energy are distinct from those of the other conformers. The  angle 

at the T1 minima of syn-up and syn-down conformers are nearly the same, 12° smaller 

than that of 2tThy, indicating the repulsion effect also exists for syn-up conformer. 

However, the angle at the ISC point of the syn-up conformer is about 10° larger than 

the ones of the other conformers and the one of 2tThy. As a result, the angular distance 

of the ISC reaction path of syn-up conformers is the shortest, and the activation energy 

is the smallest. The strain in the syn-up ISC point is due to an intramolecular hydrogen 

bond occurring in this conformer. Although the S-H distance in the syn-up T1 minimum 

is 3.0 Å for 2tThd, it decreases to 2.86 Å at the ISC point, which is in the range of 
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typical hydrogen bonds with a sulfur acceptor.45 As obtained in previous work,25 the 

two singly-occupied MOs of the T1 state at the op_S minimum are the bond and anti-

bond orbitals along the C=S  bond as shown in Figure 6; and the anti-bond orbital has 

a larger spatial extension to form a hydrogen bond. Then, the intramolecular hydrogen 

bond stabilizes the T1 state more than the S0 state, decreasing their energy gap. Finally, 

this interaction leads to a bigger  angle at the crossing point, a shorter angular distance 

of the ISC reaction, and smaller activation energy ‡

iscE . 

According to the d(S-OH) in Table 1 and the geometry in Figure 5(a), the anti-up 

conformer of 2tThr also seems to form an intramolecular H-bond, but the angular 

distance and activation energy are nearly the same as the ones of 2tThd. This apparent 

contradiction arises from two reasons: first, the N1-C2-S-H dihedral angle is only 38°, 

which is not suitable for S-HO hydrogen bond formation, which is favored46 at  90°  

(for comparison, this angle is 54° for syn-up conformer). Second — and most important 

— for this conformer, the S-H distance at T1 minima is even shorter than at the ISC 

point. Then, the stabilization effect acts along the whole pathway and does not decrease 

the activation energy.  

 

Figure 6. Singly-occupied orbitals of the T1 state of 2tThy from CASPT2 calculation at the 

op_S minimum.25  

To summarize, for both anti and the syn-down conformers, the reduction in the 

activation energy is due to the sugar-sulfur repulsion, while for the syn-up conformer, 
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it is additionally due to the intramolecular hydrogen bond stabilizing the T1 state energy 

at the ISC point. 

3.3.2 Effect of sugar group on SOC and reorganization energy 

Compared to the SOC of 2tThy at the crossing geometry (74 cm-1), the SOC of 2tThd 

and 2tThr for anti conformers are nearly the same, while the ones for syn conformers 

(93/87/93/91 cm-1) are somewhat larger. Thus, the stronger repulsion effect seems to 

increase the SOC. However, as the number tells, the largest SOC among 2tThd isomers 

is 1.3 times that of 2tThy. Either directly with the Fermi-golden rule or the quasi-

Marcus limit Eq. (1), we know that the triplet decay rate is proportional to the square 

of SOC. Then, with all rest being equal, the largest SOC here could only lead to a 

maximum rate enhancement of about 1.7 times that of 2tThy, while the experimental 

results showed an over 10 times increase of the triplet decay rate. As a conclusion, the 

SOC alone cannot be the core reason for the enhanced decay rate.  

As shown in Table 1, the calculated internal reorganization energy  of four T1 

minima of 2tThd (1.37/1.30/1.51/1.55 eV) is only slightly larger than that of 2tThy 

(1.24 eV). According to Eq. (1), affects the rate with a -1/2 relationship. Thus, its 

increase from 1.24 eV to the largest value, 1.55 eV, would change the rate by a factor 

0.89. Therefore, the effect from the reorganization energy tends to be opposite to the 

experimental trend, but it is small enough to be neglected.  

Comparing to the effect of activation energy, the changes of SOC and  are both tiny, 

and they tend to cancel out each other. Therefore, the change of activation energy is 

clearly the dominant factor for the enhanced triplet decay rate of the thionucleosides.  
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3.3.3 Calculated triplet decay rate and comparison to experiment 

Having computed the three variables in Eq. (1) — JSOC, reorganization energy , and 

activation energy ‡

iscE  (Table 1), we calculated the final triplet decay rate isck  for the 

four T1 minima. The results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Quantities characterizing the triplet decay of 2tThy, 2tThd, and 2tThr. Theor. kisc: 

triplet decay rate calculated with Eq. (1); Expt. kisc: triplet decay rate experimentally 

measured;13 G(S0): Gibbs free energy difference in S0; G(T1): Gibbs free energy difference 

in T1.  

 Theor. 

kisc 

/106s-1 

Expt. kisc 

/106s-1 
G(S0) 

/eV 

 

G(T1) 

/eV 

2tThy 0.24 0.1111±0.0004 

(0.37±0.04)47 

0.00 0.00 

2tThd anti-up 3.6 1.6±0.2 0.00 0.03 

anti-down 5.2 0.00 0.00 

syn-up 250 0.19 0.04 

syn-down 31 0.19 0.11 

2tThr anti-up 4.7 2.5±0.2 0.00 0.17 

anti-down 3.6 0.00 0.00 

syn-up 170 0.25 0.14 

syn-down 16 0.25 0.23 

 

For 2tThy, the calculated rate is close to the experimental one within a value two. 

Moreover, the theoretical values lie between two independent experimental 

estimates.13, 47 Given all computational and theoretical limitations discussed in 

Subsection 2.2, these are indeed reassuring facts vouching for the validity of the 

method.  

For 2tThd and 2tThr, we need to consider the relative population of their four 

conformers at the T1 minimum. To do so, we should start from the initial ground-state 

(S0) distribution. As we concluded in Subsection 3.2, only anti conformers of these 

thionucleosides are initially populated. Then, after excitation and fast relaxation to T1 
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state, this character remains, initially generating equal amounts of anti-up and anti-

down conformers approximately. Due to the s-scale of the decay to the ground state,13 

we need to consider the transitions between the four conformers. For the transition 

between anti-up and anti-down, restricted optimization of the T1 state with a planar 

sulfur atom ( = 0) shows that the activation energy for this transition is larger than 0.4 

eV. Therefore, this transition can be discarded. 

Then, we just need to consider the transition from anti to syn conformers. 

Nevertheless, this determination revealed to be out of our current capabilities. First, 

computing an accurate energy barrier for the large volume-changing anti→syn 

transition requires explicit treatment of the solvent, beyond the continuous field adopted 

here. Second, even if we got this barrier, the anti→syn transition is driven by multiple 

torsional motions, with low frequency, high amplitude, and poor description via normal 

modes. A simple rate treatment like that of Eq. (1) would not deliver reliable results. In 

fact, reliable theoretical methods to compute rates for such challenging problem is still 

under development.48 Given these methodological limitations, we decided to invert the 

analysis and use the comparison between experiment and theory to tell about the 

mechanism. In this way, the excellent agreement between theoretical and computational 

rates shown Table 2 for anti conformers is a strong indication that the anti→syn 

transition does not take place. 

The final rate results are given in Table 3 with the simple average of the anti 

conformers. Given the strong approximations involved in the computation of the rates 

via Eq. (1) and in the underlying electronic structure calculations, the semiquantitative 

agreement between theoretical and experimental results is remarkable. Although the 

theoretical rates are systematically bigger than the experimental values13 by a factor 
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from 1.7 to 3, the ratios between the rates for thionucleosides and thionucleobases 

captures the primary effect of triplet decay enhancement induced by the sugar group.  

Table 3. Theoretical (Eq. (1)) and experimental13 rates and rate ratios for the triplet decay of 

2tThy, 2tThd, and 2tThr in acetonitrile. Theoretical results for the arithmetic average of anti 

conformers.  

 Rate /106s-1 Rate ratio 

Theory Expt. Theory Expt. 

2tThy 0.24 0.1111±0.0004 

(0.37±0.04)47 

1 1 

2tThd (antiav) 4.4 1.6±0.2 18 14±2 

2tThr (antiav) 4.2 2.5±0.2 17 23±2 

 

3.4 Effects of deoxyribose in 6tGuo  

Recalling the discussion in the Introduction, the experimental rate for the triplet decay 

of 2tThd is much larger than that of 2tThy by a factor 14.13 Nevertheless, the 

experimental rate for the triplet decay of 6tGuo is much closer to that of 6tGua, just 

twice larger.14 With the theoretical tools used in the previous section, we are in a 

position to explain this difference between the photophysics of the thiopyrimidines and 

thiopurines. 

We know from previous studies that 6tGua has similar triplet decay pathway as 

2tThy, with the sulfur out-of-plane motion being essential, and the lowest T1 minima 

also bearing an op_S structure.22, 25, 49 6tGuo, characterized by the glycosylation of 

6tGua in the N9 position, should share similar triplet state topography. The T1 minima 

of 6tGua and 6tGuo, shown in Figure 7, were optimized at the X3LYP/6-311++g(d,p) 

level. For 6tGuo, the direction of sulfur out-of-plane is not an issue because of the 

considerable distance separating this atom from the sugar group. Therefore, just anti-

up and syn-up conformers are presented. For the same reason, the N9-glycosylation 
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does not significantly change these minima from 6tGua to 6tGuo, which share nearly 

the same  angle.  

 

Figure 7. Optimized T1 minima of (a) 6tGua and of (b) anti and (c) syn conformers of 6tGuo. 

Table 4. Properties of 6tGua and 6tGuo for the triplet decay. The labels are the same as in 

Table 1 and Table 2. The rate ratio takes the rate of 6tGua as the reference.  

 6tGua 6tGuo 

anti-up syn-up 
‡

iscE / eV 0.364 0.358 0.369 

JSOC / cm-1 44 44 44 

 / eV 0.50 0.52 0.49 

kisc theory / 106s-1 0.54 0.67 0.45 

kisc expt. / 106s-1
 0.70±0.09 a 1.40±0.02 a 

Ratio theory 1 1.24 0.83 

Ratio expt. 1 2.0±0.3 a 

G(S0) /eV 0.0 0.0 0.06 
a In PBS pH 7.4 solution with saturated N2, from Ref.14  

 

We also calculated the parameters and the triplet decay rates using Eq. (1), and the 

results are collected in Table 4. In the ground state, the anti conformer is 0.06 eV more 

stable than syn. Thus, at room temperature, we may expect a non-negligible syn 

population of about 10%. As in the case of 2tThd, we cannot estimate the anti and syn 

populations in the T1 state. Despite that, whatever this composition is, the rate values 

are in a good agreement with the experiment. Like in the experiment, the calculated rate 

also shows that the triplet decay rate of 6tGuo is not significantly enhanced compared 
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to that of 6tGua. The 6tGuo/6tGua rate ratio is 1.24 for anti and 0.83 for syn, comparing 

well to the experimental value 2.0.     

4 Modulating the triplet decay rate 

From the theoretical results for 2tThd/2tThy and 6tGuo/6tGua, we learned that, first, 

the interaction between the sulfur and the sugar group changes the T1 energy unevenly 

along the pathway connecting the T1 minimum and the T1/S0 crossing point. This effect 

leads to a decrease in the ISC activation energy and increase of the triplet decay rate. 

Second, this effect on the rate is reduced by widening the distance between the sulfur 

atom and the sugar group. Moreover, we also noticed that for 2tThd and 2tThr the rates 

for syn conformers might be much larger than those for anti conformers (Table 2).  

These mechanistic results provide us with information to propose new thio-

nucleoside derivatives specifically designed to control the triplet decay rate, with the 

ambition that they would be practical and inspire experimentalists in different fields.    

For instance, to enhance even more the triplet decay we could follow two strategies: (1) 

stabilizing of the syn conformer; (2) increasing the rate of the anti conformer by rising 

the repulsion with the sulfur atom.  

Concerning the first strategy, for 2tThd, the anti conformers are more stable because 

the sugar group is farther away from the large sulfur atom at position 2 and closer to 

the small hydrogen atom at position 6, while for syn conformers it is opposite. If, 

therefore, we replace that hydrogen with a larger group, then the state energy of anti 

conformers would increase, and syn could be more stable.  Following this hypothesis, 

if, for instance, we replace the hydrogen atom at position 6 by a methyl group (6-

methyl-2-thiothymindine, 6m-2tThd), the syn conformer becomes only 0.07 eV less 
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stable than the anti (Figure 8), which should substantially increase its population and, 

consequently, the triplet decay rate.    

  

Figure 8. Anti (a) and syn (b) conformers of 6m-2tThd optimized at the ground state. The 

labels are the same as in Figure 3.  

The second strategy aims at increasing the triplet decay rate of anti conformer itself. 

As discussed above, the decay enhancement mainly comes from the intermolecular 

repulsion between the sugar group and the sulfur atom at T1 minimum, causing a 

reduction of activation energy. Therefore, if we modify the molecule to increase this 

repulsion effect in the anti conformer, the decay rate should also be additionally 

enhanced.  

At the anti conformer of 2tThd, one of the leading sources of repulsion is the 

interaction between the sulfur atom and the hydrogen at position 1’ of the sugar group. 

Then, a natural trial is to replace this hydrogen atom with a larger atom or group. If, for 

instance, a methyl group replaces it, the modified molecule — 1’-methyl-2-

thiothymidine (1’m-2tThd) — still has the anti conformer as the most stable, 0.23 eV 

lower than the syn conformer.  
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Figure 9. The optimized T1 minima (a) anti-up and (b) anti-down of anti conformers of 1’m-

2tThd. 

Starting from the anti ground-state minimum geometry, we optimized at T1 state, and 

obtained 2 T1 minima, anti-up and anti-down, as shown in Figure 9. Then the 

parameters and final decay rate were calculated and collected in Table 5. It shows that 

although  and Jsoc are nearly the same as those of 2tThd in Table 1, the activation 

energy ‡

iscE  is smaller, and the rates are larger. The average rate from the two anti 

conformers of 1’m-2tThd is 243 times larger than the rate of 2tThy, a substantial 

enhancement in comparison to the original molecule 2tThd, which is only 14 times 

larger.  

Table 5. Properties of 1’m-2tThd for the triplet decay. The labels are the same as in Table 1 

and Table 2. The rate ratio takes the rate of 2tThy as the reference.  

 anti-up anti-down 
‡

iscE / eV 0.31 0.25 

JSOC / cm-1 74 89 

 / eV 1.26 1.40 

kisc theory / 106s-1 7.8 110 

Ratio to 2tThy 32 453 

Average Ratio 243 

 

Since we already know how sugar group enhances the triplet decay, we could also 

propose strategies to decrease the rate, namely introducing the opposite effects to 
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increase the activation energy. This could be achieved by (1) adding a group that can 

generate more repulsion at ISC point than at the T1 minimum, or (2) promoting the 

formation of a hydrogen bond at the T1 minimum, but not at the ISC point.   

5 Conclusion 

In this work, we have determined the underlying molecular mechanism that explains 

why triplet decay rates of thionucleosides are enhanced compared to that of 

thionucleobases. Considering that these substances have recently acquired vast 

importance for diverse types of clinical treatments, this question is not only relevant for 

fundamental physical chemistry, but also for potential medicinal applications.  

Based on the mechanism of triplet decay of thionucleobases found in our previous 

work, here we used density functional theory to characterize the topography of the  T1 

and S0 states (both ground states of their multiplicities) and kinetic modeling to compute 

the triplet decay rate. These methods were used to simulate the most significant 

conformers of a series of thio-pyrimidines (2tThy/2tThd/2tThr) and thiopurines 

(6tGua/6tGuo).  

The reduction of the activation energy for T1/S0 intersystem crossing was finally 

determined to be the main reason for the enhanced decay rate. It is caused by the 

intramolecular repulsion between the sulfur atom and the sugar group, which changes 

the T1 state energy unevenly along the reaction path connecting the T1 minima to the 

intersystem T1/S0 crossing point. The reduction of activation energy is also reinforced 

in specific conformers by the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond between 

the sugar group and the aromatic chromophore.  

This molecular mechanism, as well as the result that anti and syn conformers of 

2tThd have strikingly different decay rates, provides some general guidelines for 
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molecular design to modulate the triplet decay rate. We have tested them onto a couple 

of new thionucleoside derivatives, computationally confirming the validity of this 

strategy.  

This work was built upon a detailed investigation of the triplet decay pathway beyond 

the static analysis, including the calculation of reaction rates. It has allowed us to unveil 

the molecular mechanism of a crucial photophysical step in the reactivity of 

thionucleoside derivatives. Our model has been validated by strict comparison to 

experimental data available in the literature, and its excellent performance has led us to 

propose heuristic directives to control the reaction rates. We expect that these directives 

may open new research possibilities in the experimental domain, through the design 

and synthesis of new compounds with tailored photophysical responses.  
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